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REUSABLE MATERIALS › 05 
Glass, slate 

RECYCLED › 11 
PET, fabrics,  
paper, ABS

NATURAL MATERIALS › 31 
Cotton, jute, wood, cork,  
bamboo, oak, ceramics 

ETHICAL FABRICS › 49 
Hemp, organic cotton  

CONSCIOUS PROMOTIONS RESPECTING OUR NATURAL 
RESOURCES

Index We contribute to create 
conscious promotions 

Aligned with the growing need to 
support social and responsible 
production, recycling and 
reutilization, we continuously 
re-examine the way we approach 
our product and material 
selection, manufacturing and 
print production processes.  
Dedicated to sustainability and 
the development of a responsible 
collection, we can project our 
brands and environmental goals 
whilst aiding the reduction of 
landfill waste.

As we contribute to create 
conscious promotions, choosing 
the right materials is an essential 
part of our strategy. Whenever 
possible, and whilst focussing 
upon functionality and quality, 
our collection is, where relevant, 
gradually upgraded or substituted 
with newer and more  

sustainable materials. This means 
selecting high quality materials that 
are recycled or lend themselves to 
recycling, materials derived from 
renewable sources and ethically 
sourced. The centrepiece of this 
is supporting our suppliers in 
implementing innovative processes 
to produce more sustainable 
materials.
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REUSABLE 
MATERIALS
Items made from natural and 
reusable materials such as glass 
and slate can be used over and 
over again. 

They are a durable choice that not 
only helps in reducing waste but 
also results in high-quality items 
with a more premium feel to them. 
They can also be recycled.

GLASS

SLATE

MO6426

MO6460
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GLASS
Glass is a sustainable and budget 
friendly material. With different 
styles and sizes for any occasion, 
you can use these for when you 
are thirsty to help avoid single 
use items. Do your part by 
making this small change.

Glass is a great material that can 
be re-used which makes it a perfect 
match for our collection. All easy to 
clean and long lasting.

Venice  MO6210
Glass drinking bottle with stainless steel lid. Capacity: 
500 ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks. Leak free.

Praga  MO9746
Glass bottle with PP lid with hanging carrying loop. 
Capacity 470 ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks. 
Leak free.

Ameland  MO6413
Glass drinking  bottle with bamboo lid with handle. 
Capacity: 500 ml. Leak free.

Osna  MO6284
Borosilicate glass bottle with cork lid. Capacity: 600 
ml.

Astoglass  MO9992
Glass tumbler with silicone lid and grip. Capacity 350 
ml. As this is a single wall mug heat transfer can 
still occur.

Rongo  MO6429
Re-usable Conic glass. Capacity: 300 ml.

Salabam  MO6314
Salad/storage box in borosilicate glass with bamboo 
lid and silicone band. Capacity: 1200 ml.

Bless  MO6158
Reusable stemless glass presented in gift box. 
Capacity: 420 ml.

“A natural reusable material with 

reduced environmental impact that 

can be recycled several times”

“Sustainable and budget friendly with 

a high-quality appearance”

“Glass is resistant to corrosion and 

completely impermeable and food 

contact safe”
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SLATE
Slate is a mineral product / 
100% natural. Its production 
process is very simple and has 
a low environmental impact 
(minimum manufacturing as it is 
handcrafted from the quarry) 

Natural slate can be easily recycled 
at the end of its life.

Slatetree  CX1433
Slate hanger tree shaped with cord hanger.

      

Slate4  MO9124
Set of 4 coasters made of slate with EVA bottom.
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RECYCLED
Let us all recycle!

Nowadays we are very active on 
recycling in order to take care of 
the environment but also to bring 
new products made of recycled 
materials. 
It is a simple act for us that brings 
big and good impacts for our world.

RECYCLED PET 
 - Recycled PET felt

RECYCLED FABRICS     

RECYCLED PAPER

RECYCLED ABS

MO6130
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RECYCLED PET
PET is the most common type of 
plastic, mostly used for packaging 
and beverages disposable 
bottles/containers.

 A large part of the solid waste 
in the world is attributed to this 
packaging. Recycled PET is known 
as RPET, and it is the most widely 
recycled plastic in the world. The 
use of recycled PET by giving a new 
life to an already made product 
in place of virgin resin results in 
reduced environmental impact.   

Glacier Rpet  MO6237
Drinking bottle in RPET with rubberised finish and 
stainless steel cap with inner RPET lid and silicone 
ring. BPA free. Leak-free. Capacity: 600 ml. Not 
suitable for carbonated drinks

Iceland Rpet  MO9940
Drinking bottle in RPET with lid in stainless steel and 
TPR grip making it easy to carry. BPA free. Leak free. 
Capacity: 780 ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks.

Utah Rpet  MO9910
Drinking bottle in RPET which is BPA free. Leak-free. 
Capacity: 500 ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks. 
Leak free.

Yukon Rpet  MO6357
Drinking bottle in RPET with PP mouthpiece.  BPA 
free. Leak free. Capacity: 500ml.  Not suitable for 
carbonated drinks.

Alabama  MO6467
Drinking bottle in RPET and PP flip-top lid with straw. 
Capacity: 650ml. Not suitable for carbonated drinks.

Spring  MO6555
Drinking bottle in RPET which is BPA free with PP 
lid. Leak-free. Capacity: 500 ml. Not suitable for 
carbonated drinks. Leak free.

Fama  MO6134
Large shopping bag or beach bag in 600D RPET with 
long handles and bottom gusset.

Foldpet  MO9861
Foldable shopping bag in 190T RPET with drawstring 
closure on pouch. Sublimation print available on 
white item only.

MO9441

“World´s most commonly recycled 

plastic with lower carbon footprint 

than virgin PET”

 “Turns consumer waste into a 

valuable resource”

”Recycled PET is durable, safe and 

lightweight”
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Iceberg  MO6287
Insulated cooler bag in 600D RPET includes a 
reusable PP 1900ml capacity lunch box. With 2 
sections to store hot and cold food separately. 
Adjustable and detachable shoulder strap. 2mm 
aluminium foil lining.

Growler  MO6286
Insulated cooler bag in 600D RPET includes a 
reusable PP 1900ml capacity lunch box. 2mm 
aluminium foil.

Icicle  MO6285
Insulated lunch/ cooler bag in 600D RPET with carry 
handle. 2mm aluminium foil lining.

Shooppet  MO9440
Drawstring bag in 190T RPET with PP strings. Eco-
friendly material made from recycled plastic bottles. 
Sublimation print available on white item only.

Singapore  MO6329
Computer backpack in 300D RPET Polyester with 
padded shoulder strap including one main internal 
compartment for 16 inch laptop and a USB charging 
cable.

Seoul  MO6328
Computer backpack in 300D RPET Polyester with 
padded shoulder strap including one main internal 
compartment for 16 inch laptop and a USB charging 
cable.

Munich  MO6157
600D RPET backpack with padded shoulder strap 
with main internal compartment. It has a zippered 
front pocket. Includes one internal 13 inch laptop 
compartment. Zipper main compartment on 
backside for better security.

Urbancord  MO9970
Drawstring bag in 420D RPET with detachable COB 
light on the front. COB light in white and red colour. 
Button cell battery included

Urbanback  MO9969
Backpack in 600D RPET with detachable COB light 
on the front panel. COB light in white colour with 3 
different light brightness setting. Front pocket with 
Velcro closure. Mesh pocket on the side. Button cell 
battery included.

Siena  MO6515
Backpack in 600D RPET 2 tone polyester with outside 
pocket with zipper and mesh pocket on the side.

Udine  MO6516
Backpack in 600D RPET 2 tone polyester with roll 
top closure.

Daegu Lap  MO6464
600D 2 tone RPET 15 inch laptop backpack with 
magnetic snap button. Padded laptop compartment, 
front zippered pockets and 2 side pockets.

Lany Rpet  MO6100
Lanyard in RPET with metal hook and safety 
breakaway. 20mm wide. Sublimation print available 
on white item only.

Monte Lomo  MO6156
Backpack in 600D RPET with dark cords in front and 
reflective front panel feature. Mesh pockets on both 
sides.

Better & Smart  MO6155
Cosmetic bag with double zipper. 600D RPET.

Daegu Bag  MO6466
600D 2 tone RPET shopping bag with zippered front 
and inside pocket with magnetic button closure.
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MO4070 
Horizontal shopping bag with long 
self material or PP webbing handles.

MB3111
RPET Drawstring bag

MPSG04  MPSG04
Fully customised PC Sunglasses

MH3101  MH3101
Full colour RPET headband

MU2006  MU2006
3 fold, 21 inch (dia. 95cm) umbrella with wooden handle. 
Black plated shaft, fi berglass ribs. Automatic opening 
and closure.

MH2101  MH2101
Recycled PET fabric Cap.

MH2103  MH2103
Recycled PET fabric Cap heavy cotton with sandwich.

MW1101  MW1101
Double layer beanie. 50% rPET + 50% acrylic, 55 
grams.

MPCT11  MPCT11
Full colour design on 1 side included. 100% RPET 
(140gsm) cooling towel. Simply wet with water and 
wave to activate.

ML3101  ML3101
Recycled PET (RPET) multi scarf. 

MB1111
Foldable vest shopping bag 
in 100% RPET with inside 
pocket. Size: 41x63  cm.

ML1104
Fine Polyester.

ML1303 
100% RPET.

ML1204
 Fine Polyester.

ML1304
100% RPET. 
Optional straw accessories.

ML1016
 Fine Polyester.

ML1316 
100% RPET.

ML1020
Fine Polyester.
Adjustable length.

MB1103
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RECYCLED PET  
FELT COLLECTION
The ever popular items made of 
felt and now in combination with 
Recycled PET fibres maintains 
the robust look but additionally 
contributes to a more sustainable 
promotion.  

Pouchlo  MO9818
Documents bag or 15 inch laptop pouch in RPET felt, 
2mm thick, with front pocket and hook and loop 
closing.

Baglo  MO6186
RPET felt messenger or laptop bag with hook and 
loop closure. Fits a 15 inch laptop.

Taslo  MO6185
RPET felt shopping bag with long handles and 
bottom gussets.

Indico  MO6463
RPET felt drawstring bag with polyester cords.

Indico Bag  MO6457
RPET felt sports/fitness or weekend bag with 
zippered front pocket, canvas handles and 
detachable adjustable shoulder strap.

Nazer  MO6335
RPET felt travel organizer with 5 inner and 3 outer 
compartments.

Nizer  MO6334
RPET felt travel organizer with 2 inner and 4 outer 
compartments.

Indico Pack  MO6456
RPET felt backpack with cotton strap closure 
and zippered pocket on the front. It has a laptop 
compartment.

MO6457
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RECYCLED FABRICS
Recycled fabrics are made from 
waste fabrics (any textiles). 
Collected textile waste is 
reprocessed in to fibres and then 
back in to reusable fabrics an 
used for the production of bags, 
garments or linen.

Most of the manufacturers work 
with two streams : pre-consumer 
waste (scrap from production) and 
post-consumer waste (used textiles 
collected). The colour segregation 
occurs during the process to avoid 
as much as possible the re-dyeing 
of the fabric.

Moira Duo  MO9603
2 tone recycled cotton and recycled polyester 
shopping bag with drawstring and long handles. 
Approx. 140 gr/m². This item can shrink after printing.

Style Bag  MO6422
50% Recycled cotton dye denim and 50% cotton 
drawstring bag. 250 gr/m².

Style Tote  MO6420
50% Recycled cotton dye denim and 50% cotton 
shopping bag with long handles. 250 gr/m².

Cottonel Duo  MO9424
2 tone recycled cotton and recycled polyester 
shopping bag with long handles. Approx. 140 gr/m². 
This item can shrink after printing.

Style Pouch  MO6421
50% Recycled cotton dye denim and 50% cotton 
cosmetic pouch with zipper. 250 gr/m².

Duofold  MO6549
Foldable 2 tone recycled cotton and recycled 
polyester shopping bag with long handles. Approx. 
140 gr/m². This item can shrink after printing.

Zigzag  MO9750
Foldable shopping bag in recycled fabrics 150 gr/m². 
55% RPET and 45% cotton. The bag Includes a zipper 
allowing it be neatly folded.made from recycled 
fabrics produced under a certified label.

Respect  MO6379
Recycled canvas shopping bag or beach bag, 50% 
cotton and 50% recycled cotton with long handles 
and gusset. 280 gr/m².

“Reusing recycled fabrics in the 

manufacturing process helps to 

reduce CO2 emissions”

“Quality of recycled fabrics is almost 

identical to original fabrics”

“A positive environmental impact”
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RECYCLED PAPER
We have introduced a new range 
of paper products. The same 
items you already know and love, 
made with sustainability in mind.

This is only one of many ways we 
are adapting to help the ecosystem. 
Did you know the average tree can 
be used to produce over 8,000 
pieces of paper?  Once the paper is 
sorted, it is processed into usable 
raw materials which we mold into 
convenient items.  

Mid Paper Book  
MO9867
A5 recycled carton cover notebook. Sewn. 160 plain 
recycled paper pages (80 sheets).

Mini Paper Book  
MO9868
A6 recycled carton cover notebook. Sewn. 160 plain 
recycled paper pages (80 sheets).

Paper Tone M  MO6173
Medium Gift paper (70% recycled) bag. 90 gr/m². 
Made in EU.

Piedra  MO9536
Recycled carton cover notebook. Twin-wire. 140 lined 
stone paper pages (70 sheets).  Stone paper is made 
out of limestone (calcium carbonate) and HDPE 
(polyethylene resin) used as a binder. It is waterproof 
and resistant to grease. Stone paper is biodegradable 
- it becomes limestone again.

Bambloc  MO9435
Bamboo cover notebook with matching pen. Twin-
wire. 140 plain recycled paper pages (70 sheets). 
Matching push button ball pen with bamboo barrel 
and ABS details. Elastic pen holder.

Grow Me  MO6235
Eco-friendly Grow Me sticky notes memo pad. Soft 
wildflower mix seed paper cover. 3 piece sticky 
note memo pad in grass paper of 25 sheets each. 
Large and medium sticky notes pads and 3 assorted 
colours page markers. After recording your thoughts 
on the last sheet, plant the cover and watch it grow 
into a wildflower meadow. Made in EU.

Grow Me  MO6234
Eco-friendly Grow Me sticky notes memo pad. 
Soft wildflower mix seed paper cover. 50 sheets 
sticky grass paper memo pad. After recording your 
thoughts on the last sheet, plant the cover and 
watch it grow into a wildflower meadow. Made in EU.

Baobab  MO6220
A5 notebook with hard recycled PU cover. Comes in 
two cover colours - natural and black. Casebound. 
160 lined pages (80 sheets). Matching elastic closure 
strap and pen holder.

“Recycling paper conserves  

natural resources”

“Its production uses less energy, 

water and reduces carbon emissions 

than manufacturing new paper”

“Paper fibres can be recycled  

4 to 5 times”
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Aruba +  MO6201
Recycled paper classic playing cards in a paper box. 
54 cards.

MO1119  MO1119
Paper house shape USB. Delivery time: from 14 
working days.

MO1120  MO1120
Paper key shape USB. Delivery time: from 14 working 
days.

MO1121  MO1121
Paper key shape USB. Delivery time: from 14 working 
days.

MO1122  MO1122
Paper key shape USB. Delivery time: from 14 working 
days.

Cartopad  MO7626
Recycled paper notebook with matching pen. Soft 
paper cover with pen holder. Casebound. 160 lined 
pages (80 sheets). Matching push button ball pen in 
recycled carton and biodegradable plastic. Blue ink.

MO1123  MO1123
Straw/PP USB. Delivery time: from 14 working days.

Evernote  MO7431
A6 recycled paper hard cover notebook. Casebound. 
192 plain pages (96 sheets). Elastic closure strap.

MO1121
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NOTEG5  NOTEG5
Hard cover A5 noteboook with hard cover made of 
recylced paper containing graas fibers.

SNCS50  
Soft cover made of recycled paper containing coffee 
waste (size 100x72mm, closed) with 50 sticky notes 
of recycled paper (80gsm) and recycled offset paper 
bottom sheet (160gsm).

CALECO  CALECO
Recycled CalendoNote hard cover.

COMBC1  COMBC1
Coffee paper hard cover ComboNote.

SNGG50  SNGG50
Grass paper soft cover with grass paper sticky notes.

  NOPCC5
A5 notebook with soft cover made of recycled paper 
containing coffee waste.

  COMBE1  COMBE1
Recycled Hard cover ComboNote (106x77mm, closed) 
with recycled sticky notes (80gsm) of 100x72mm 
and 50x72mm; and recycled markers in 3 different 
colours.

      SNES50  SNES50
Recycled soft cover sticky note (size 100x72mm, 
closed) with 50 sticky notes of recycled white paper 
(80gsm).

MO6541
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RECYCLED ABS
Many materials have found a 
second life by being recycled. This 
also counts for ABS (Acrylonitrile 
Butadiene Styrene). Check out 
these new trendy  items made 
from recycled ABS.

Swing  MO6251
Recycled ABS 5.0 wireless speaker with LED light 
indication. 1 Rechargeable Li-ion 300 mAh battery 
included. Output data: 3W, 3 Ohm and 5V. Playing 
time approx. 2h.

Twing  MO6250
Recycled ABS wireless charger. Connect to your 
computer, place smartphone on device to commence 
charging. Output: DC 9V/1.1A (10W) for quick charging. 
Compatible latest androids, iPhone® 8, X and newer. 
Size Ø9,8x0,7 cm

Rwing  MO6252
Recycled ABS True Wireless Stereo (TWS) 5.0 wireless 
stereo earbuds with 40 mAh battery built-in. Playing 
time approx. 4 hours. Including a micro USB charging 
cable and a 300 mAh charging station. 

MO6252

MO6250
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NATURAL 
MATERIALS
Natural materials are great for 
the environment as the natural 
resource can replenish itself 
generation after generation.

After harvesting and sometimes 
with the help of recurring 
processes, the resource will grow 
back by itself over time and can 
be harvested again. This makes 
renewable materials one of the 
most sustainable choices around.

COTTON

JUTE

WOOD

CORK

BAMBOO

OAK

CERAMICS

MO6377

MO9623
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COTTON
Cotton is one of the most widely 
used types of natural fibres 
around the world to produce 
fabrics. The process starts at 
the cotton plant, where the soft, 
fluffy fibres wrap around the 
seeds. These fibres are collected 
and are then spun into yarn or 
thread to create soft, breathable 
and durable textile fabric. 

Cotton fabrics are extremely 
durable and resistant to abrasion. 
The production of cotton is 
inherently non-impactful on the 
environment, since it comes from a 
natural fibre and is biodegradable.

Marketa +  MO9847
Cotton shopping bag with short handles. 140gr/m². 
Produced under a certified standard for the use of 
harmful substances in textile.

Cottonel +  MO9267
Cotton shopping bag with long handles. 140 gr/m². 
Produced under a certified standard for the use of 
harmful substances in textile.

Cottonel Colour +  
MO9268
Cotton shopping bag with long handles. 140 gr/m². 
Produced under a certified standard for the use of 
harmful substances in textile.

Portobello  MO9596
Cotton shopping bag with long handles and gusset. 
140 gr/m². Produced under a certified standard for 
the use of harmful substances in textile.

Portobello  MO9595
Cotton shopping bag with long handles and gussets. 
140 gr/m². Produced under a certified standard for 
the use of harmful substances in textile.

Veggie  MO9865
Re-usable food bag. One side is in cotton (140gr/
m²) and other one is in mesh cotton (110gr/m²). 
Drawstring closure. Produced under a certified 
standard for the use of harmful substances in textile.

Fresa Soft  MO9639
Foldable shopping bag in cotton with short handles 
with drawstring closure on pouch. 105 gr/m². 
Produced under a certified standard for the use of 
harmful substances in textile.

Rassa  MO6159
Canvas shopping bag with long handles and with 
bottom gusset. An ideal bag for your daily grocery 
shopping. The long handles make it easy to carry it 
by either holding it or hanging it over your shoulder. 
This canvas tote has a base gusset so you can carry 
more items than with a regular shaped bag. 270 gr/
m². Produced under a certified standard for the use 
of harmful substances in textile.

“Cotton is one of the most used 

natural fabrics due to its versatility, 

absorbency and high breathability”

 

“Cotton is all-natural, smooth and 

light. Perfect features for use for  

shopping bags”

“Cotton is the ultimate natural 

material due to its reusability  

and durability”
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JUTE
Jute is a long, soft and shiny bast 
fibre made from the jute plant 
that can be spun into strong 
threads.

Jute is the name of the plant or fiber 
used to make burlap, hessian or 
gunny cloth. After cotton, jute is the 
second most used natural fibre for 
textiles in the world and also one of 
the most affordable ones. Because 
jute is a completely natural plant-
based fibre, it is biodegradable 
and will leave zero impact on the 
environment.

Campo De Geli  
MO6160
Jute shopping and cooler bag with long handles, 
laminated and with hook and loop closure, front with 
canvas pocket and cotton webbing.

India Tote  MO9518
Twill cotton shopping bag with a jute detail. Long 
handles. 160 gr/m².  Produced under a certified 
standard for the use of harmful substances in textile.

Aura  MO6443
Jute laminated shopping or beach bag with cotton 
handle. Short handles.

Brick Lane  MO8965
Jute laminated shopping bag with cotton padded. 
Short handles.

Juhu  MO7264
Jute shopping bag with cotton handles.

Jute Large  MO9930
Large gift jute draw cord bag. Size approx. 30 x 47cm.

Jute Medium  MO9929
Medium gift jute draw cord bag. Size approx. 25 x 
32cm.

Jute Small  MO9928
Small gift jute draw cord bag. Size approx. 14 x 22cm.

“Jute is a natural, biodegradable  

and recyclable fibre”

“Absorbs water readily, it dries 

quickly being perfect features  

for products such as bags.”

“Jute bags are sturdier,  

greener and longer-lasting”
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WOOD
Wood is an organic material 
coming from stems and roots of 
trees and other plants that can 
be found all over the world. This 
strong, natural and renewable 
resource is therefore one of the 
most commonly used natural 
materials for construction, 
tools and to create consumer 
products. 

Because of its composition it is 
very strong and durable. With 
careful management of forests and 
enviromental protection, the natural 
and renewable traits of wood make 
it a great sustainable material.

Thila  MO6408
Wooden desk stand with pen and phone holder and 
clover seeds.

Sequoia  MO6482
Bamboo memo cube dispenser with white plain 
sheets memo block. 600 white plain sheets (70 gsm 
/ 9x9 cm).

Educount  MO6398
Wood educational counting game in cotton pouch. 
Includes 32 pieces.

Hello Clip  MO9947
Photo/memo clip holder with pine wooden stand. 
Wood is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can 
affect the final decoration outcome.

Ellwood Rundam  
MO9140
Medium size oval cutting board with bark 
manufactured in EU from Adler wood. Made from 1 
piece of wood. Sizes may vary between each product.

Ellwood Runda  MO8862
Oval cutting board with bark manufactured in EU 
from Alder wood. Made from 1 piece of wood, 100% 
natural. Sizes may vary between each product.

Ellwood Lux  MO9624
Cutting board with handle and cord hanger, 
manufactured in EU Alder wood.

Petit Ellwood  MO8860
Small cutting board manufactured in EU from Alder 
wood. Made from 1 piece of wood, 100% natural.

“Wood is a natural insulator and has 

better resistance compared with 

other materials”

“Wooden products has grown in 

popularity due to the great properties 

of this renewable material”

“Helps to reduce the volume of 

 non-biodegradable plastic”
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CORK
Cork is the bark of the 
selfregenerating cork oak tree. 
It is ranked among the most 
durable organic materials with 
the property of stabilizing the air 
temperature and humidity. 

It is a very flexible material and 
can be processed for production 
in simple natural way. It has good 
adhesive properties, making it easy 
to use in combination with different 
materials. In general the cork 
industry is regarded as one of the 
most environmentally friendly. Cork 
is 100% natural and biodegradable.

Notecork  MO9860
A5 notebook with soft cork cover. Casebound. 192 
lined recyced paper pages (96 sheets). Cork is 100% 
natural material. Due to its structural nature and 
surface porosity the final print result per item may 
have deviations.

Suber  MO9623
A5 notebook with hard cork cover. Casebound. 192 
lined paper (96 sheets). Elastic closure strap, ribbon 
bookmark and elastic pen holder. Cork is 100% 
natural material. Due to its structural nature and 
surface porosity the final print result per item may 
have deviations.

Grace  MO6448
Cork 14 inch laptop bag with magnetic closure flap.

Bombai L  MO6403
Beach slippers with cork and EVA sole and PVC 
straps. Size L fits 40-43.

Fanny Cork  MO6232
Manual fan in wood with cork fabric sheeting.

Guapa Cork  MO9799
Rounded double sided compact mirror with cork 
finish cover. Cork is a natural material, due to its 
structural nature and surface porosity the final print 
result per item may have deviations.

Boat  MO6161
Oval floating cork key ring with braided rope.

Ml1038  ML1038
Lanyard in 100% cork.

“Cork is water resistant and  

naturally anti-microbial”

“It is tremendously light which has  

a good impact on transport costs”

“Corks versatility leads to  

apply this material across many 

different products”
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BAMBOO
Bamboo is one of the fastest 
growing plants (grass) and it can 
replenish itself within a year 
with a minimum water need and 
without need of fertilisers to 
boost its growth.

Since bamboo is naturally pest-
resistant there is no usage of 
pesticides. Bamboo is a very 
renewable resource, strong and 
durable. It absorbs more Co2 from 
the air and releases more oxygen 
which improves the air quality. 
Bamboo is 100% natural and 
biodegradable.

Campo Tea  MO9950
Bamboo tea box with transparent glass lid. Within the 
4 equally divided compartments you can easily hold 
up to 24 teabags. Bamboo is a natural product, there 
may be slight variations in colour and size per item, 
which can affect the final decoration outcome.

Pesto  MO6309
Mortar and pestle set in bamboo material.

Branca  MO6364
Double wall vacuum insulated stainless steel water 
bottle with bamboo cover and additional tea infuser. 
Capacity 350 ml. Leak free.

Laden  MO6377
Bamboo lunch box with removable divider and 
attachable elastic nylon strap. Dry food only. 
Capacity: 650ml.

Whippy Plus  MO6277
Double coil wireless charger stand in bamboo. Place 
smartphone on it to begin charging. It includes 2 
parts, assembly required. Output: DC 9V/1.1A (10W) 
for quick charging. Compatible with latest Androids, 
iPhone® 8, X and newer.

Rundo Mag  MO6266
Magnetic bamboo wireless charger. Output: DC 
9V/1.1A (10W) for quick charging. Compatible with 
iPhone® 12 and newer. Including additional magnetic 
metal ring to support charging of other non-
magnetic wireless chargeable phones.

Caracol  MO9706
Smartphone stand and amplifier in bamboo material. 
Bamboo is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can 
affect the final decoration outcome.

Apoya  MO9693
Smartphone stand in bamboo. Bamboo is a natural 
product, there may be slight variations in colour and 
size per item, which can affect the final decoration 
outcome.

“Bamboo is strong, flexible and 

lightweight suitable for a wide range 

of uses”

“Bamboo is easy to maintain since 

it has its own oil coating, and it is 

capable of filtering air and water”
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Whippy  MO9944
Bamboo phone stand holder. It includes 2 parts, 
you can assemble it vertically to hold your phone. 
Bamboo is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can 
affect the final decoration outcome.

Mayen  MO9904
Salad spoon in bamboo. Bamboo is a natural product, 
there may be slight variations in colour and size per 
item, which can affect the final decoration outcome.

Mendi  MO9683
Set of 4 coasters made of bamboo. Presented in a 
bamboo holder. Bamboo is a natural product, there 
may be slight variations in colour and size per item, 
which can affect the final decoration outcome.

Kea Board  MO6488
Large bamboo cutting board with groove.

Yista  MO6475
5.0 wireless speaker in Bamboo and 10W wireless 
charger. Connect device to your computer, place 
smartphone on it to commence charging. 1 
Rechargeable Li-Ion 2000 mAh battery. Output data: 
3W, 4 Ohm. Playing time approx. 4h.

Hintois  MO6369
Magnetic bamboo wireless charger with stand. 
Output: DC 9V/1.1A (10W). Compatible with iPhone® 12 
and newer. Including additional magnetic metal ring 
to support charging of other non-magnetic wireless 
chargeable phones.

Custos +  MO6200
RFID Anti-skimming card in bamboo case. By using 
an electromagnetic field it makes all 13.56 MHz cards 
(trains, buses, bank or credit cards) secure from 
electronic pick pocketing 2-3 cm around the card. 
(1,3 mm).

ML1028  ML1028
1 colour silkscreen on 1 side included. Flat bamboo 
fabric lanyard with metal hook. 

MO1202I  MO1202i
Rotating Bamboo casing USB flash drive. Ideal for 
laser engraving. As natural materials are used, 
the colour per item and the outcome of the laser 
engraving can vary.

MPFN03  MPFN03
Full colour printing on one side included. Manual 
hand fan in bamboo with 80gsm paper fabric sheet.

Creditcard Plus  MO1203
16GB USB Flash Drive with protective bamboo cover. 
Bamboo is a natural product, there may be slight 
variations in colour and size per item, which can 
affect the final decoration outcome.

Chan Bamboo  MO9991
Double wall stainless steel insulated vacuum flask 
with bamboo outer cover. Capacity 400 ml. Bamboo 
is a natural product, there may be slight variations in 
colour and size per item, which can affect the final 
decoration outcome. Leak free.

Batumi  MO9421
Double wall stainless steel insulating vacuum flask 
with bamboo cover and additional tea infuser. 
Capacity: 400 ml. Bamboo is a natural product, there 
may be slight variations in colour and size per item, 
which can affect the final decoration outcome.

Inkless Bamboo  
MO6331
Long lasting bamboo inkless pen with paper cap. The 
pen writes with the metal alloy tip.

Tubebam  MO6229
Natural bamboo ball pen. Blue ink.

Wanaka  MO6454
Full bamboo sunglasses with coloured mirrored 
lenses presented in a bamboo case. UV400 
protection.
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OAK
Oak wood is a type of hardwood 
coming from the oak tree. It is 
strong, heavy and durable. The 
noticable grain pattern make the 
oak wood easy to recognize. Oak 
trees can be found all over the 
world, making this natural and 
renewable material available in 
abundance. The trees can grow 
to a great size, giving a high yield 
of wood per tree.

Because of its longevity and 
durability, items made from oak will 
last a lifetime, reducing the need for 
replacement. The production of oak 
also requires no chemical treatment 
or other harmful industrial 
processes, making it a very eco-
friendly solution.

MO6368

MO6363 MO6553

Batumi Oak  MO6360
Double wall stainless steel insulating vacuum flask 
with oak wood cover and additional tea infuser. 
Capacity: 400 ml.

Indy  MO6368
Full oak outdoor cup with hanging cord. Capacity: 
120 ml.

Travis  MO6363
Full oak wooden mug. Capacity 280 ml.

Ovalis  MO6553
Full oak wooden mug. Capacity 250 ml.

“High quality appearance  

with a rich colour”

“Since oak is a hardwood,  

it resists water effectively”

“The durability enhances the 

desirability of items  

in this material”
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CERAMICS
Ceramic products have been 
used for many thousands of 
years already. Ceramic drink-/
tableware is manufactured using 
stoneware, earthenware or 
porcelain. 

The material is diluted with water 
until it becomes liquid and after it 
is casted into plaster molds and 
placed in high temperature oven. 
Ceramic is a hard, brittle, heat-
resistant and corrosion-resistant 
material, making it ideal for every 
day products. It can be recycled and 
reused in multiple form.
 

Whitie  KC8040
Classic cylindrical ceramic mug of 300 ml mug. 
Individual packaging in corrugated carton gift box.

Dublin  KC7062
Classic cylindrical ceramic mug of 300 ml mug. 
Individual packaging in corrugated carton gift box. 
For full colour process printing, please contact us 
for pricing.

Trent  KC7063
Ceramic mug of 300 ml capacity. Presented in an 
individual corrugated carton gift box.

Dublin Tone  MO6208
Classic ceramic coloured mug in box. Capacity 300 
ml.

Taza  MO8831
Ceramic mug of 180 ml capacity. Individual packing 
in white cartoon box. Pad printing is not dishwasher 
safe. Ceramic transfer is dishwasher safe.

Tweenies  MO9243
Ceramic vintage style mug of 240 ml capacity. 
Individual packaging in white carton box. Ceramic 
transfer is dishwasher safe.

Colour Trent  MO9242
Ceramic coloured mug of 290 ml capacity. Presented 
in an individual corrugated carton gift box.

Dual  MO7344
Bicolour ceramic coffee mug of 250 ml capacity 
with colour matching spoon. Individual box 
11,5x10,5x9,3cm.

“Ceramic is a budget friendly material 

and has stable thermodynamics, 

retaining heat for a while”

“Ceramic are non-porous, meaning 

that they do not absorb chemicals 

ideal as a food contact item”
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ETHICAL FABRICS
Ethical fabrics are materials that 
are organically processed, so no 
pesticides are being used. Our 
materials are recovered from 
old or unworn clothes and waste 
fabrics. So up-cycled.

HEMP

ORGANIC COTTON

MO6164

MO6162
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HEMP
Hemp is one of the oldest and 
most eco-friendly textile fabrics. 
It is made from fibres of the fast 
growing cannabis plant that is 
naturally pest resistant and that 
can grow without the assistance 
of fertilizers and pesticides. 

This makes it a 100% organic 
crop and very environmentally 
friendly. Not only the production 
process of the hemp fibers is very 
sustainable,but also due to the fact 
that these organic fibers are 100% 
recyclable.

Naima Apron  MO6164
Adjustable kitchen apron with 2 front pockets in 
100% hemp fabric. 200 gr/m².

Naima Tote  MO6162
100% hemp fabric shopping bag with long handles 
with gusset in the bottom. 200 gr/m².

Naima Bag  MO6163
Drawstring bag in 100% hemp fabric. 200 gr/m².

Naima Cosmetic  
MO6165
Cosmetic bag with double zipper. 100% hemp fabric. 
200 gr/m².

Naima Cap  MO6176
5 panel baseball cap in 100% hemp fabric 370 gr/
m² with brass clips on adjustable strap closure. 5 
stitched eyelets in matching colour. Size 7 1/4.

      

“Hemp is the perfect fabric to use 

in textile-based items since it is 

lightweight and highly breathable”

“Hemp is one of the strongest and 

most durable organic fibers  

making it a highly functional 

sustainable material”
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ORGANIC COTTON
Organic cotton is equal to cotton 
with the difference that it is 
naturally grown without use 
of any pesticides, herbicides, 
fertilizers or any other chemical. 

In order to know for sure that 
the cotton is indeed organic, 
manufacturers go through 
extensive supply chain verification 
by third-parties and only certified 
cotton can be marketed (example 
by GOTS). The number of organic 
cotton farms is increasing rapidly 
however they still only account for a 
very small part of cotton production 
worldwide.

Organic Cottonel  
MO8973
Organic cotton shopping bag with long handles. 105 
gr/m². Made from organic cotton produced under a 
certified label.

Zimde  MO6190
Certified organic cotton shopping bag with long 
handles. A classic tote bag design made to carry 
your daily groceries or other items. Carry the bag 
in your hands or over your shoulder with the long 
handles. Made from 100% natural organic cotton 
140 gr/m².

Zimde Colour  MO6189
Certified organic cotton shopping bag with long 
handles. A classic tote bag design made to carry 
your daily groceries or other items. Carry the bag 
in your hands or over your shoulder with the long 
handles. Made from 100% natural organic cotton 
140 gr/m².

Mercado Top  MO6458
Organic canvas shopping bag with bamboo handles. 
360 gr/m².

Saquita  MO6480
Organic cotton medium food storage bag. 140 gr/m².

Yuki Colour  MO6355
Organic cotton drawstring bag. 140 gr/m². Made from 
certified organic cotton.

Yuki  MO6354
Organic cotton drawstring bag. 140 gr/m². Made from 
certified organic cotton.

Organic Hundred  
MO8974
Organic cotton drawstring bag in 105 gr/m².  Made 
from organic cotton produced under a certified label.

“Organic cotton promotes and 

enhances biodiversity and biological 

cycles. Being the ideal sustainable 

option when choosing these kind  

of products”

“Organic cotton is mainly used in soft 

products; it is breathable, absorbent 

and is less likely to cause allergies 

and skin conditions since there is no 

chemical retention”
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SOL’S EPIC  
S03564
SOL’S EPIC Unisex T-shirt in organic cotton, ribbed 
collar, round neck and modern fit, tubular knit. Fabric 
details 140g/m², single jersey 100% organically grown 
cotton. OEKO-TEX.

SOL’S CRUSADER  
S03582
SOL’S CRUSADER Men’s T-shirt in organic cotton with 
natural finish for a softer and more comfortable feel, 
ribbed collar in cotton, taped neck seam, tubular 
knit. No-Label. Fabric details: 150g/m², single jersey 
100% organically grown cotton. OEKO-TEX. Only sold 
with print

Terry  MO9931
Terry towel made of 100%  360 gsm organic cotton. 
100x50 cm. Made from organic cotton produced 
under a certified label.  Terry material is soft and 
absorbent.

Perry  MO9932
Terry towel made of 100%  360 gsm organic cotton. 
140x70 cm. Made from organic cotton produced 
under a certified label. Terry material is soft and 
absorbent.

MT4005  MT4005
Relief woven jacquard towels (also known as 
embossed jacquard) are made of 100% organic 
cotton in 1 colour (pantone matched).

ML1036  ML1036
1 colour silkscreen on 1 side included. Made of 
organic cotton, same colour on both sides, with 
metal hook.

Onzai Medium  MO6295
Bathrobe in 100% organic cotton 350gr/m² with 
pockets on both sides. This durable bathrobe has a 
soft touch. Fits size M/L. Presented in organic cotton 
gift bag.

SOL’S PLANET  
S03566
SOL’S PLANET Men’s Polo Pique , ribbed collar, taped 
neck seam, reinforced placket with 3 tone-on-tone 
buttons, straight hem, side seam, spare button sewn 
on the inside of the seam, No-Label. Fabric details: 
170g/m² 100% organically grown cotton. OEKO-TEX. 
Only sold with print.

MO6295
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